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Confidence. Convenience. Complete Solutions.

BAYCOM has been making complex technologies easy for over 60 years. Serving as a single source for the latest technology, rugged and reliable products, and complete understanding of the entire squad car environment has made BAYCOM a trusted partner of law enforcement agencies of every size and scale. BAYCOM is a premier supplier and support network for the latest data, communications and video technology. Law enforcement agencies require comprehensive solutions that work effectively, each and every time. Every second is crucial. When issues do arise, BAYCOM has expert IT, electronics and installation technicians on staff to quickly resolve them.

THE BAYCOM DIFFERENCE


BAYCOM has been in business since 1956 and is a public safety company that provides equipment and service for mobile data computers, in-car and body-worn video, Motorola Solutions two-way radios, equipment mounting solutions and full squad car changeovers. We understand how all of this equipment works together, and we will be here when you need us. Our stability, experience and expertise have made us an ally of over 800 city, county and state law enforcement agencies throughout the Midwest.
A TRUSTED TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER

BAYCOM prides itself on providing only the most reliable equipment and solutions. Our team of experts research and field-test all of the latest equipment and choose to deliver only the best to our customers. We partner with the best manufacturers to provide proven technology that is easy to use and will provide our customers with the highest return on their investment. We understand that with ever-shrinking budgets, public safety agencies must get the most out of every dollar spent.

For law enforcement applications, BAYCOM recommends Panasonic TOUGHBOOK® tablets, and handhelds, Panasonic Arbitrator in-car and body-worn video products, Brother mobile printers and Gamber® Johnson docking and mounting solutions. Combined, they form a comprehensive solution that is effective, rugged and reliable.

Advantages of a Comprehensive Solution:

- The most reliable, proven technology
- Robust features that fit your needs
- Products that are easy to use
- Training, products, and support—The total package
- Guaranteed compatibility
Rugged and reliable, Panasonic TOUGHBOOK® mobile devices have a trusted reputation for resilience, reliability, and ease of use. A wide range of models and specs ensures that BAYCOM can supply the units that meet your needs at a competitive price.

**TOUGHBOOK 20** | 2-in-1 fully rugged detachable laptop
- Quickly transforms from a laptop into a fully functioning tablet
- 10.1" sunlight-viewable multi-touch gloved display
- Windows® 10 Pro (available Windows 7 Professional downgrade option)
- Intel® Core™ m5 vPro™ processor
- Integrated SmartCard, NFC, barcode, fingerprint and Serial port options
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and optional dedicated GPS or 4G LTE multi-carrier with satellite GPS
- Built-in dual purpose handle that functions as a kickstand
- 3.9 lbs
- 10-hour hot-swappable battery (20 hours w/opt 2nd battery)

**TOUGHBOOK 31** | Powerful, fully rugged laptop
- 13.1" sunlight-viewable 1200 nit touchscreen
- Windows® 10 Pro (available Windows 7 Professional downgrade option)
- Intel® Core™ i5 vPro™ processor
- Standard emissive backlit keyboard
- Optional DVD drive, webcam, second LAN, SmartCard and fingerprint reader
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and optional dedicated GPS or 4G LTE multi-carrier with satellite GPS
- Full magnesium alloy case with handle
- Shock-mounted hard drive with quick-release
- 7.9 lbs
- 18-hour battery life (27 hours w/opt media bay 2nd battery)

**TOUGHBOOK 54** | Ultra-lightweight, thin semi-rugged laptop
- 14" HD (768p) and FHD (1080p) displays, available in gloved multi-touch
- Windows® 10 Pro (available Windows 7 Professional downgrade option)
- Intel® Core™ i5 vPro™ processor
- Available Performance model with discrete graphics and dual fans
- Optional second drive, hot-swappable second battery, second LAN, Serial, DVD, antenna pass-through, SmartCard reader and more
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and optional dedicated GPS or 4G LTE multi-carrier with satellite GPS
- Magnesium alloy case with handle
- Shock-mounted hard drive with quick release
- Starting at 4.2 lbs
- Up to 11-hour battery life (up to 18 hours w/opt long life battery)

**TOUGHBOOK FZ-G1** | 10.1" fully rugged Windows® tablet
- 10.1" daylight-readable display with gloved multi-touch + digitizer
- Windows® 10 Pro (available Windows 7 Professional downgrade option)
- Intel® Core™ i5 vPro™ processor
- Webcam and 8MP rear camera with auto focus and LED light
- Optional barcode, SmartCard, magstripe and UHF RFID reader
- USB 3.0 + HDMI ports, with optional Serial, Ethernet, MicroSD or 2nd USB port
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and optional dedicated GPS or 4G LTE multi-carrier with satellite GPS
- Solid state drive with heater
- 2.4 lbs
- 13-hour battery life (26 hours w/opt long life battery)
**TOUGHBOOK**
The first fully-rugged 2-in-1 of its kind—redefining rugged flexibility for those who work in demanding conditions.
- Intel® Core™ i5-6300U vPro™ processor
- 12” WUXGA 1200 nit multi-touch + digitizer display
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®, optional 4G LTE-Advanced, optional GPS, optional Contactless SmartCard reader
- 6.1 lbs (including Premium Keyboard)
- 10 hours (20 hours w/opt long life batteries)

**NEW!**

**TOUGHBOOK 33**
12” fully rugged detachable laptop

**TOUGHBOOK**

**TOUGHBOOK FZ-Q2** | Semi-rugged Windows® tablet

- 12.5" Windows® tablet with HD multi-touch, day-light readable display
- Intel® Core™ i5 Y vPro™ processor
- MIL-STD-810G durable, dust and shock-resistant design
- Optional 2-in-1 attachable keyboard with handstrap
- Optional insertable and contactless SmartCard readers and POS accessories
- 2.3 lbs
- Serviceable SSD and 9-hour battery life*

* Toughpad FZ-Q2 battery and SSD are serviceable by trained and authorized professionals only. Please contact a Panasonic representative for program details.

**TOUGHBOOK FZ-M1 & TOUGHPAD FZ-B2** | 7” fully rugged tablet

- FZ-M1 (Windows® 10 Pro) and FZ-B2 (Android™ 6.0.1)
- 7” multi-touch daylight-readable display
- Webcam and rear camera with auto focus and LED light
- Optional NFC, Ethernet, Serial, SmartCard, magstripe, UHF RFID and barcode reader
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and optional dedicated GPS (FZ-M1) or 4G LTE multi-carrier with satellite GPS
- 1.2 lbs
- FZ-M1: 8-hour hot-swappable battery (16 hours w/opt long life battery)
- FZ-B2: 7-hour hot-swappable battery (14 hours w/opt long life battery)

**TOUGHBOOK FZ-E1 & FZ-X1** | Compact, powerful fully rugged handheld

- FZ-E1 (Windows® Embedded 8.1) and FZ-X1 (Android™ 4.2.2)
- 5” daylight-readable, gloved multi-touch display
- Data and voice technology
- Qualcomm® Quad-core processor
- All-weather IP65 and IP68 Dust and Water-resistant design
- Optional integrated barcode reader and magstripe reader
- Webcam & 2MP rear camera with auto focus and LED light
- Wi-Fi, Bluetooth®, NFC and dedicated GPS
- 0.9 lbs
- 14-hour (continuous use) with hot-swappable battery

**TOUGHBOOK FZ-N1 & TOUGHBOOK FZ-F1**

- FZ-F1 (Windows® 10 IoT Mobile Enterprise) and FZ-N1 (Android™ 5.1.1)
- 4.7” HD daylight-readable display
- Angled barcode scanner drives productivity
- Quad-core processor by Qualcomm®
- Dual SIM multi-carrier data support with cellular voice capability
- High volume 100db speaker with noise suppression
- All-weather IP65 and IP67 Dust and Water-resistant design
- Patented rain sensing and glove touch enabled screen technology
- 0.61 lbs
- 8-hour (continuous use) with warm-swappable function
Get The Full Picture

In today’s law enforcement environment, video evidence is important both in the courtroom and in the court of public opinion. Panasonic’s arbitrator video capture technology is designed with input from experienced law enforcement agents. It offers seamless, scalable video with 360-degree coverage to capture every second with clarity. A unified evidence management system makes accessing recorded video easy and ensures its integrity at every step of the legal process.

Arbitrator In-Car Features:

- 65-degree wide angle front lens
- 1080p resolution for front camera
- 30x optical zoom, 12x digital zoom
- Easy to activate video capture
- Up to four side and rear view cameras provide 360-degree coverage at 720p resolution
- Wirelessly stream to station server
- Output to variety of file formats for easy playback
- Unified Evidence Management system is tamper proof
The new Arbitrator® Body Worn Camera (BWC) takes evidence collection to the next level and provides recording in 1080p / 720p and 360p formats. Featuring a single or two-piece design, the Arbitrator BWC is IP67 / MIL-STD-810G rated to provide officers with a better way to capture unbiased, tamper-proof video in nearly any condition. The Arbitrator BWC seamlessly integrates with the Panasonic’s UEMS Software, the Arbitrator 360° HD in-car video systems and Panasonic fixed-surveillance cameras to create a unified evidence management platform that preserves every link in the chain of evidence.

**Arbitrator Body Cam Features:**

- Industry Leading 12+ hour battery life
- Compatible with Arbitrator In-Car for complete capture
- Rugged IP-67 and MIL-STD-810G architecture performs in any environment
- 1080p/720p/360p resolution
- Built-in GPS, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth
- Field-serviceable battery
We are proud to serve the men and women of law enforcement. The BAYCOM advantage means being a comprehensive resource for products, training, and support. Our product lines only include solutions that are proven to exceed strict standards for reliability. BAYCOM provides a truly end-to-end solution tailored to meet the needs of every department and every officer.

To schedule a needs assessment or product demonstration, please contact your BAYCOM representative.

BAYCOMINC.COM